C-130 SOLUTIONS

Our aircraft modification center combines in-depth hangar, dock and line operations with skilled engineering and flight science expertise to bring fully-integrated, agile and cost-effective modernization, missionization and MRO (M3) solutions to military, government and commercial customers.

MISSIONIZATION
> EO/IR Surveillance
> Radar Integration
> Light Strike
> Communication Solutions
> NVIS
> Self-Protection Systems
> Signals Intelligence
> Minotaur System
> VIP Transport

MODERNIZATION
> Med & Casualty Evacuation
> Avionics Upgrades
> Modern Digital Radar Weather Radar
> Structural Life Extension Program
> T-56 3.5 Engine Modification
> NP2000 Propeller Upgrade
> DC Power Upgrade
> Auxiliary Power Unit Upgrade

MRO
> Generator Control Unit Upgrade
> Aircraft Rewiring
> Programmed Depot Maintenance
> Airworthiness Directives
> Service Bulletins
> Center Wing Box Replacement
> Outer Wing Replace & Refurbishment
> Corrosion Control and Prevention
> Aircraft Paint

We provide a one-stop shop capability for all aircraft types and sizes, with industry-leading capability to provide complex aircraft conversions; modernization, ISR and airborne systems missionization; depot fleet maintenance and modification; aircraft paint; and highly customized design, integration and certification of mission subsystems and interiors. Our center is an FAA/EASA approved repair station and has FAA Organizational Designation Authority.
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L3Harris Technologies is an agile global aerospace and defense technology innovator, delivering end-to-end solutions that meet customers’ mission-critical needs. The company provides advanced defense and commercial technologies across air, land, sea, space and cyber domains.

Customers:
- United States Air Force
- Air Force Special Operations Command
- United States Navy
- United States Coast Guard
- Argentine Air Force
- Royal New Zealand Air Force
- Polish Air Force

Proven Performer for U.S. and International Customers